
The CA Coastal Commission (CCC) approved a permit to build a nuclear waste 
storage facility (ISFSI) only 100 ft from the fragile ocean, inches over the high-
water mark, and near a 7.4 mag fault. Citizens' Oversight filed a lawsuit and 
now we are in settlement negotiations. Public outcry is essential to help stop 
this!! 

HIGH LEVEL WASTE DEADLY for 250,000+ years
TERRORIST TARGET: Near 8.4 million residents, a ten-lane freeway, and 

active railroad line, a prime terrorist target for dirty bomb attack.
WRONG PLACE: There are many options that have not been explored! 
MAY NEVER MOVE: The permit by the CCC is for 20 years. But they know it 

will be in place for at least 35 years, and they admit it may remain for many 
decades after that, potentially impacting the coastal zone. The fragile bluffs 
are likely to erode, possibly releasing radioactivity into the ocean.

CANISTERS TOO BIG, HOT, THIN: Too hot and large to be compatible with 
any future geologic repository, and too thin to resist ocean-air corrosion.

NO INSPECTIONS: No requirement for inspections for 19.5 years. Inspection 
technology does not yet exist. Good luck getting them out!

NEWLY DISCOVERED FAULTS: Newport-Inglewood/Rose Canyon fault is 
capable of a (very strong) 7.4 magnitude earthquake just a few km off 
shore. Edison says facility is rated for a 7.5. No Margin!!

PROCESS TOO QUICK: Why do we allow for-profit corporations to decide 
what to do based on stock market valuation rather than the public good? 
CCC meeting was only 90 minutes and allowed opponents only two 
minutes each to make their case.

BACKROOM MEETINGS: To top it off, most of the CCC commissioners had 
improper private meetings with the applicant, 
Southern California Edison. Wrong again!

--->> WE MUST STOP THIS INSANITY! <<---
VISIT:      http://CitizensOversight.org/StopNukeDump
SIGNUP:   http://CitizensOversight.org/signup 

Informational Presentation + Q&A
2017-06-08 (5:30pm) -- Vista Library, 700 Eucalyptus Ave, Vista, CA 92084 -- 
Ray Lutz with Intro by Dr. Tom English (nuclear waste expert)
FACEBOOK RSVP: https://www.facebook.com/events/1860954487251619
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